CUSTOMER STORY

Regional Utility Company Uses FireEye To Protect Against Advanced Malware

FACTS AT A GLANCE

INDUSTRY

Energy and Utilities

SOLUTIONS

• FireEye Network Threat Prevention Platform
• FireEye Central Management

BENEFITS

• Rapid deployment capabilities
• Centralized management
• Industry-leading levels of threat monitoring safeguards

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Among the nation’s largest publicly owned utilities, providing energy to millions of electric and natural gas customers, the organization provides energy services to millions of electric and natural gas customers throughout its multi-thousand square-mile territory.

Reputation for facilitating remediation

In its quest to continually thwart the escalating plague of cyber-based attacks, the company explored the capabilities of the FireEye portfolio of malware protection platforms. The Utility’s information security supervisor commented, “We were sufficiently impressed with the results of our research to implement a proof of concept using a FireEye® Network Threat Prevention Platform.”
“Because of the business we’re in, we have to be equipped to handle threats from anywhere across the globe. FireEye gives us visibility beyond that provided by other technologies.”

— Information Security Supervisor, Regional Utility Company

The FireEye Network Threat Prevention Platform can be deployed out-of-band or inline to monitor threats that legacy gateways allow to pass unimpeded. When used inline, unfamiliar code and suspicious web pages are stress tested using tightly controlled detonations to block polymorphic and zero-day malware and targeted APT attacks. The Utility’s security team also evaluated the FireEye® Central Management (CM Series) that functions as a security event repository and facilitates the centralized management and operational control of distributed FireEye platforms.

First impressions are lasting ones
The information security supervisor stated, “The FireEye Network Threat Prevention Platform was exceptionally easy to install and we found the FireEye CM interface to be very intuitive. The platform immediately affirmed the bulk of our infrastructure was clean but did detect the presence of a certain malware in our network and allowed us to zero in on a specific workstation for remediation. We ran the proof of concept for a few weeks and then purchased everything we were evaluating: It was an easy decision.” He added, “Since the very first day of deployment we have only ever seen one false positive! This has given us the confidence to aggressively pursue every threat alert in the knowledge that actual malicious potential has been detected.”

FireEye CM and FireEye Network Threat Prevention Platform were complemented by the purchase of additional NX Series platforms to provide comprehensive protection for the full network and infrastructure. To further enhance the effectiveness of the implementation, the team participates in the FireEye® Threat Intelligence that connects FireEye platforms and FireEye research feeds into a real-time global exchange of data on confirmed, emerging threats.

The information security supervisor concluded, “Because of the business we’re in, we have to be equipped to handle threats from anywhere across the globe. FireEye gives us visibility beyond that provided by other technologies.”

To learn more about FireEye, visit: www.FireEye.com